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1102, 102 Esplanade, Darwin City

Ocean views from every aspect!
Located in the city centre, this modern building sits unopposed on the
iconic Esplanade strip. Offering a central location and a contemporary
design to please, this property boasts ocean views from every aspect and is
the ideal stop to watch the watery horizons or the storm clouds roll in!. No
matter the weather, there will always be a nightly spectacular over the blue
ocean waters to enjoy.
Sitting on the 11th level, this fully furnished three-bedroom property has a
lot to offer! Inside is a spacious open plan design with glossy tiles and white
walls that create a feeling of light and space. Over height ceilings are
another huge bonus, this is unique to this floor.
The kitchen is modern and functional with overhead storage, built in
appliances, feature mosaic tile splashbacks and built in servery counters
over the island prep bench.
From the living room there are sliding doors that open onto the balcony
which enjoys corner apartment views over the Esplanade strip below and
wrap around ocean views from one side to the other – completely
uninterrupted! Magnificent.
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master is elegantly appointed with an ensuite bathroom that boasts

plantation shutters that when opened, reveals the water views through the
bedroom windows for that lux holiday vibe.
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